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1 Chromebook SSO Integration
1.1 Key Features
Seamless Google User Authentication
Google Groups Integration

1.2 Guide Structure
This document will focus on the setup of SSO functionality for Google Chromebooks. It will explain the general
architecture and communication paths required for proper functionality and finish with a detailed step-by-step
instruction list for correct configuration.

1.3 System Requirements




Iboss Enterprise SWG Filter on firmware version 7+
Iboss Enterprise Threat Console Reporter on firmware version 7+
Google Apps Domain (or Google Apps For Education) Account
o Only needed to retrieve group membership information for end-user
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2 Overview
The Chromebook SSO functionality relies on Google’s OAuth2 provider for retrieving end-user identification
(google email address and userid); additionally if the hosting organization has a Google Apps enabled account (or
GAFE – Google Apps for Education) the end-user group information can also be retrieved (NOTE: a free limit of
100,000 group lookups per day is supplied by Google, after which the organization must arrange with Google for
more paid lookups).
The solution requires that at least one iboss SWG Gateway and one iboss Threat Console (external or integrated)
are present and configured correctly. Lastly, a special Chrome OS App must be installed onto each Chromebook
to implement logout functionality.
The general communication flow is as described below:
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1. An un-authenticated Chromebook initially requests a website
2. The request is intercepted by the SWG Gateway and a redirect link is passed back to the Chromebook
instructing it to contact the Threat Console to begin the OAuth2 authentication process; the original URL
that the Chromebook was trying to reach is encoded in the redirect URL at this point
3. The Chromebook executes the redirect URL and arrives at the Threat Console. The Threat Console saves
the original URL the Chromebook is trying to reach from the redirect URL.
4. The Threat Console then constructs another redirect URL pointing the Chromebook to the Google OAuth2
service
5. The Chromebook executes the new redirect URL and contacts the Google OAuth2 service, which checks to
make sure the Chromebook is properly logged into a Google account. At least once, the Chromebook user
will have to accept a consent screen allowing access to its Google Account ID and email information.
6. After successfully authenticating the Chromebook, the Google OAuth2 service responds with a redirect
URL that will point the Chromebook back to the Threat Console with a specific OAuth2 code
7. The Chromebook executes the redirect URL and the Threat Console now has the OAuth2 code
8. The Threat Console using the OAuth2 code, sends a request to the Google OAuth2 service asking for the
Chromebook user’s ID and email information
9. The Google OAuth2 service validates the code and returns the user’s information which is then stored by
the Threat Console in its database
10. Optionally, the Threat Console talks to the Google Apps Domain (GAFE) to try to retrieve the user’s group
membership information
11. Optionally, the Google Apps Domain (GAFE) returns the user’s group membership information
12. The Threat Console using the NAC/AD Server of the SWG Gateway authenticates the Chromebook passing
in its IP Address and email/user identification
13. The Threat Console responds to the original redirect URL from step #7 with another redirect URL this time
pointing to the original URL that the Chromebook requested. In the same response, the Threat Console
can set an optional cookie on the Chromebook to allow future authentications without having to pass
through the Google OAuth2 service
14. The now authenticated Chromebook is granted access to navigate to the original intended site

As mentioned above in step #13, through the use of cookies the authentication process can be reduced
considerably after the first authentication. In this optional flow, the cookie on the Chromebook can be sent to
the Threat Console on the first redirect URL created by the SWG Gateway. The Threat Console then verifies
the cookie with its database, and if both are valid the Chromebook is authenticated directly without having to
pass through the Google OAuth2 service. See the corresponding flow below for more details.
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1. An un-authenticated Chromebook initially requests a website
2. The request is intercepted by the SWG Gateway and a redirect link is passed back to the Chromebook
instructing it to contact the Threat Console to begin the OAuth2 authentication process; the original URL
that the Chromebook was trying to reach is encoded in the redirect URL at this point
3. The Chromebook executes the redirect URL and arrives at the Threat Console; at the same time
recognizing the domain of the Threat Console it passes the previously created cookie. The Threat Console
saves the original URL the Chromebook is trying to reach from and validates that the cookie is correct and
still available to authenticate the user (its timeout hasn’t been reached)
4. Optionally, the Threat Console talks to the Google Apps Domain (GAFE) to try to retrieve the user’s group
membership information
5. Optionally, the Google Apps Domain (GAFE) returns the user’s group membership information
6. The Threat Console using the NAC/AD Server of the SWG Gateway authenticates the Chromebook passing
in its IP Address and email/user identification
7. The Threat Console responds to the original redirect URL from step #7 with another redirect URL this time
pointing to the original URL that the Chromebook requested
8. The now authenticated Chromebook is granted access to navigate to the original intended site

As mentioned before, on each participating Chromebook a special Chrome OS App must be installed to
provide logout functionality. Due to the fact that the Threat Console creates the login request directly with
the SWG Gateway, once the Chromebook is authenticated the Threat Console no longer has any interaction
with the Chromebook. Therefore, the Chromebook itself must logout each time the primary user changes.
The Chrome OS App handles this functionality by being installed in a protected and locked manner so as to
avoid removal by the end-user. The App functions in the following manner: each time that a new user logs
into the Chromebook, the Chrome OS App calls a specific logout handler URL on the Threat Console thereby
leaving the Chromebook in an unauthenticated state. The next web request will force the authentication
cycle and eventually create a login with the new user’s credentials.
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2.1 Instructions for initial Chromebook SSO setup
1. DNS Domain Setup
a. Create a DNS subdomain for each SWG Gateway that will feed Chromebook SSO requests (Note:
there may be more than one in cases where the SWG Gateways are load-balanced in parallel)
b. Create a DNS subdomain for the Threat Console designated to act as the Chromebook SSO
authentication point (NOTE: this can also be an integrated Threat Console in the gateway itself but
should still have its own subdomain)
2. SWG Gateway - AD Plugin Setup
a. Enter the Administration Menu on the SWG Gateway, go to the AD Plugin setup page (Network ->
AD Plugin)
i. Make sure that the AD Plugin is enabled in the global settings and set/note the port, and
Security Key

ii. Add a new NAC Agent via the “Add” button above the list containing existing Registered AD
Servers/NAC Agents. Make sure to specify the IP Address representing the domain created
in step 1.b. Also, make sure to verify the Default Filtering Group options are set correctly
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iii. Repeat steps 2.a.i. and 2.a.ii for each SWG Gateway on the network
b. Enter the Administration Menu on the Threat Console, go to the OAuth Settings page (Settings ->
General Settings -> OAuth2 Integration Tab)
i. In the field labelled “NAC Integration Hostname(s)”, enter the domain name(s) of all SWG
Gateways as defined in Step 1.a. If there is more than one domain name, separate them via
commas
ii. In the field labelled “NAC Integration AD Name”, enter an optional descriptive name (e.g.
ThreatConsoleForChromebookSSO)
iii. In the field labelled “NAC Integration Port”, enter the value of the port as defined in step
2.a. (Note: In case of multiple SWG Gateways, all must be set to use the same port)
iv. In the field labelled “NAC Integration Security Key”, enter the value of the Security Key as
defined in step 2.a. (Note: In case of multiple SWG Gateways, all must be set to use the
same Security Key)
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3. Google Developer Project
a. Prepare a specific Google login account to create the developer project
i. The project should generally be created using a google account not tied to a specific person
but rather an administrator account for the organization
ii. If the organization has a Google Apps domain (or GAFE domain) the project should be
created using an account which also is an admin user of the domain
iii. If the error message “Cloud Console has not been activated for your account. Your
account may be suspended or disabled. If you are a Google Apps user, ask your domain
administrator to enable Apphosting Admin on your account.”, please see the following
link: http://stackoverflow.com/questions/20314755/unable-to-create-google-cloudconsole-project
b. Create a google project with the following link:
https://console.developers.google.com/project by clicking the button labelled “Create Project”
i. Enter a descriptive project name under the field “PROJECT NAME”
ii. The field “PROJECT ID” may be changed but can be left as is
c. Enter into the newly created project’s main landing page by clicking on the Project’s name, and
then under the “APIS & AUTH” menu in the left sidebar click the “Credentials” sub item
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d. Once in the Credentials landing page, under the OAuth section, click the button labelled “Create
New Client ID”
i. Make sure the “Application Type” of “Web Application” is selected
ii. In the “AUTHORIZED JAVASCRIPT ORIGINS” field include the domain name as defined in
section 1.B in the form of http://DOMAINNAME
iii. In the “AUTHORIZED REDIRECT URI” field include the domain name as defined in section
1.B in the following form http://DOMAINNAME/ibreports/web/google/oauth2/callback
(NOTE: if the Threat Console has https enabled, please substitute https for http)
iv. Click the “Create ClientID” button
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v. Take note of the “Client ID” and “Client Secret” from the newly created “Client ID for web
application” section from the Credentials landing page

4. Threat Console Setup – Chromebook SSO Integration
a. Enter the Administration Menu on the Threat Console, go to the OAuth Settings page (Settings ->
General Settings -> OAuth2 Integration Tab)
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i. Toggle the switch labelled “Google Integration Enabled” to the yes position
ii. In the field labelled “Google OAuth2 Client ID”, enter the Client ID as seen in step 3.d.v
iii. In the field labelled “Google OAuth2 Client Secret”, enter the Client Secret as seen in step
3.d.v
iv. In the field labelled “Google OAuth2 Redirect URL”, enter the URL as specified in step 3.d.iii
v. If the full value of the Chromebook user’s email is to be used as the login key set the switch
labelled “Retrieve full email” to yes. (E.g. if the user’s login email is
student1@mydistrict.edu, setting the switch to yes will login the user as
student1@mydistrict.edu, whereas setting the switch to no will login the user as student1)

b. Always Force Authentication
i. In the interest of conserving the Threat Console’s computing resources and reducing the
overall latency of the login process seen by the end-user; the Threat Console by default is
set to remember a successful authentication for a specified period of time (see the second
flow diagram in the beginning of this document)
ii. This process is managed via the use of cookies on the end-users Chrome Browser. After the
first successful authentication via Google, the Threat Console stores the user’s information
in its database and links this information to the end-user via a special identifying cookie
placed on their Chrome browser
iii. Follow-up authentication requests which are within the specified timeout period are
automatically authenticated using the stored information instead of via redirects to the
Google OAuth2 service
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iv. If it is determined that more stringent security is required, the switch labelled “Always
Force Authentication” should be set to the yes position.
v. If, however, more stringent security is not required the switch labelled “Always Force
Authentication” should be set to the no position and the field labelled “Authentication
Cookie Timeout” should be set to a reasonable timeout value (with the value representing
seconds)

5. SWG Gateway – Domain Bypassing List Setup
a. The SWG Gateway follows the same filtering policies for the Chromebook SSO integration as it
does for other non-authenticated users on the network
b. If certain domains need to be accessed during the Chromebook SSO authentication process they
need to be defined appropriately in the Domain Bypassing List
c. Enter the Administration Menu on the SWG Gateway, go to the Global User Settings page
(Preferences -> User Settings -> Global User Settings)
i. Scroll down to the Domain Bypassing section
ii. Enter the domain to bypass in the field above the list and click the “Add” button
6. SWG Gateway – Enable Google SSO
a. Enter the Google SSO settings page on the SWG Gateway (Network -> Google SSO)
b. Switch the “Google SSO Enabled” toggle to yes
i. NOTE: This toggle switch is the main switch which controls the redirections of unauthenticated Chromebook devices, in case of problems this switch should be set to off
c. Enter the Threat Console domain as defined in section 1.B
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d. If the Threat Console has SSL enabled enter a port of 443 (or whatever the correct SSL port is for
the Threat Console) otherwise leave it at the default of 80. Also, if SSL is enabled be sure turn on
the switch labelled “Google SSO Redirect HTTPS” otherwise leave the switch off
e. Click the Save button

7. Google Developer Project – Customize Consent Screen
a. As stated in the initial project overview, each end-user will have to consent once to let the Google
Project defined in step 3 have access to the end-user’s email address and Google ID
b. This consent is done via a standard Google consent page, however, the look and layout of this
consent page can be customized to display a custom logo, contact email address, and description
c. Enter into main landing page of the project created in step 3, and then under the “APIS & AUTH”
menu in the left sidebar click the “Consent Screen” sub item
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d. Customize the consent screen via the following elements: Contact Email Address, Product Name,
Homepage URL (optional), Logo (optional), Privacy Policy URL (optional), Terms Of Service URL
(optional), Google + Page (optional)
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2.2 Instructions for End-User Group Retrieval setup
1. Google Developer Project – Enable Admin SDK
a. Enter into the same Google project created in the first set of instructions and navigate to the
project’s main landing page by clicking on the Project’s name, and then under the “APIS & AUTH”
menu in the left sidebar click the “APIs” sub item

b. Find the row labelled “Admin SDK” and click the button with the text “OFF” to enable the SDK
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2. Google Developer Project – Create Service Account ID
a. under the “APIS & AUTH” menu in the left sidebar click the “Credentials” sub item

b. Once in the Credentials landing page, under the OAuth section, click the button labelled “Create
New Client ID”
i. Make sure the “Application Type” of “Service Account” is selected
ii. Click the “Create Client ID” button
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iii. The page will automatically download a .p12 file, discard this file and then click the button
labelled “Generate new JSON key”

iv. Save the resulting file with a .json extension that is automatically downloaded to a safe
storage location
v. Take note of the “CLIENT ID” and “EMAIL ADDRESS” from the newly created “Service
Account” section from the Credentials landing page
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3. Google Apps Account – Enable permissions for Group Retrieval
a. Login with the appropriate user to the Google Apps (or GAFE) Admin Console
b. Click on the “Security” icon to be taken to the Security Settings landing page
c. At the Security Settings landing page click on the “API Reference” section
d. Enable API Access by clicking the “Enable API Access” checkbox
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e. At the Security Settings landing page, now click on the “Advanced Settings” section followed up by
the “Manage OAuth Client Access” link under the Authentication section

f. Once inside the “Manage API client access” landing page, a new entry will be added to the
“Authorized API clients” list using the two text input fields
i. In the field labelled “Client Name”, put the complete value of the “CLIENT ID” created in
step 2.b.iv
ii. In the field labelled “One or more API Scopes”, enter one or both of the following scopes
depending on the circumstances (NOTE: if entering more than one scope, please separate
them with a comma)
1. If the retrieval of groups is to be made by reading what Groups the end-user is a
member of add the following scope:
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/admin.directory.group.readonly
2. If the retrieval of the end-users group is to be made by reading what the name of
the final organization unit is in the end-user’s orgPath add the following scope:
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/admin.directory.user.readonly
3. Click the authorize button and make sure the new entry is added to the list
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4. Threat Console Setup – Chromebook SSO Group Retrieval
a. Enter the Administration Menu on the Threat Console, go to the OAuth Settings page (Settings ->
General Settings -> OAuth2 Integration Tab)
b. Toggle the switch labelled “Retrieve Group for User” to the yes position
c. In the field labelled “Group Retrieval Admin Email”, enter the email address of an administrator
for the Google Apps (GAFE) Domain
d. In the field labelled “Group Service Account Email”, enter the EMAIL ADDRESS as seen in step
2.b.iv
e. In the field labelled “Group Service Account Key”, copy and paste the contents of the .json file that
was automatically downloaded in step 2.b.iv
f. The switch labelled “Use last orgPath as Group” controls how the end-user’s Group information
will be retrieved
i. If the switch is set to yes, the end-user’s Group will be retrieved by getting the last
organization in the end-user’s orgPath (NOTE: if the end-user is in the root orgPath, no
Group information will be retrieved)
ii. If the switch is set to no, the end-user’s Group(s) will be retrieved by getting all the Google
App Domain’s Groups that the end-user has membership in
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g. Click the button labelled “Save” to update the settings
h. Finally, test that the group retrieval settings work by entering the email address of a known
member of the Google Apps (GAFE) Domain, and then click the blue “Test Group Retrieval”
button. A message will pop-up showing the user’s different group memberships or an error
message for troubleshooting
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2.3 Instructions for Chrome OS App setup
1. Chrome OS App preparation
a. The Chrome OS App is distributed in a compressed file format, but must be customized for each
organization before publishing and distribution. The file can be downloaded by clicking the
appropriate button in the Threat Console’s OAuth2 Integration Tab
i. Enter the Administration Menu on the Threat Console, go to the OAuth Settings page
(Settings -> General Settings -> OAuth2 Integration Tab) and click the “Download Chrome
App” button
b. Extract the contents of the compressed file and navigate to the directory containing the two files
background.js and manifest.json
c. Open the file manifest.json and in the line starting with
“http://CHROMEBOOKSSO_REPORTER_DOMAIN/” change the resulting domain name of the link
to match the domain name of the Threat Console as defined in the previous instruction sections of
this document
i. Example: http://myThreatConsoleDomain/
ii. If necessary remember to change http -> https if the Threat Console is configured to use ssl
d. (Optionally) change the name/description of the plugin to customize it for your organization by
modifying the contents inside the quotes after the “name” and “description” attributes
i. Example: "name": "XXXXX School District Chrome Integration App",
ii. Example: "description": "This app enables Chromebook integration for the XXXXX School
District",
e. Now create a new compressed zip file with the contents being the two files background.js and
manifest.json
2. Chrome OS App Publishing
a. Navigate to the link: https://chrome.google.com/webstore/developer/dashboard
b. Login with a Google User who is an administrator for the Google Apps (or GAFE) domain
c. Click the “Add new item” link and accept the terms and conditions if necessary
i. Note, disregard the message about the publishing fee as publishing Chrome Apps for only
users of a particular Google Apps Domain is free
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ii. Select the zip file created in step 1.e using the “Browse” button and then click the “Upload”
button, the page will then advance after the upload has completed

iii. Scroll down to the “Category” drop-down box, and select a suitable category (e.g.
Developer Tools)
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iv. Scroll down to the “Language” drop-down box, and select any language which is suitable
for the organization of the Google Apps Domain (GAFE).
v. Scroll down further to the “Visibility Options” radio buttons and select the “Unlisted”
option
vi. All other options on the page can be changed as needed, but are not required to be
changed to publish the Chrome OS App
vii. Finally click the “Publish changes” button and confirm with the “Ok” button on the
following dialog

viii. The app will soon become available to view after the publishing process has been
completed; however this could take up to an hour. The app can be verified as published by
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visiting the Chrome Web Store and clicking on the link “For YOURDOMAIN.COM” where
the value of YOURDOMAIN is the same as the Google Apps Domain (GAFE)

3. Chrome OS App Distribution
a. Login with the appropriate user to the Google Apps (or GAFE) Admin Console
b. Click on the “Device Management” icon
c. Click on the “Chrome” icon
d. Click on the “User Settings” link
i. NOTE: Chrome OS App distribution is user based, therefore all possible organization paths
where possible end-users reside in the Google Apps (or GAFE) domain must be updated by
following and repeating the rest of the instructions in this section. Each organization path
must be configured, or alternatively through the use of inheritance just the main parent
organization path can be configured
e. Choose an organization path from the left sidebar and then scroll down to the “Pre-installed Apps
and Extensions” section and click the “Manage pre-installed apps” link
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f. In the following modal dialog, there should be a section titled “Domain Apps”. Select this link and
then add the correct Chrome OS App that was published in the previous section using the “Add”
link. Finally click “Save” to save the changes
i. If the “Domain Apps” section is not available or the Chrome OS App is not listed yet, the
app might still be in the publishing process; retry the operation again after waiting for the
publishing process to complete
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g. When the modal closes be sure to click the “Save Changes” button that has now appeared in the
“User Settings” control panel page.

The configuration is now complete, testing on a small subset of Chromebooks should be considered before
general release of the functionality to all available users.
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2.4 Instructions for Off-premise setup
To enable off-premise Chromebook SSO functionality several additional steps must be taken. Firstly, the
Gateway must be configured to allow remote Proxy connections. Then, a PAC script file must be created
which will direct the Chromebook to use the Gateway’s proxy for all general requests and instead connect
directly to the threat console and Google’s servers during the SSO process. Lastly, this PAC script must then
be pushed to the Chromebook.
Note: In an off-premise setup, the Threat Console will be visible on the outside internet; it is advisable to enable the “Force HTTPS”
functionality to protect un-encrypted access to its Admin Console.

1. Enable Proxy support on the Gateway
a. Login to the Gateway and navigate to the Proxy setup page by clicking on the “Network” link in the
side menu followed by the “AD & Proxy” tab
b. Make sure that the “Enable Proxy Settings” switch is turned to the on position
c. Make sure that the drop-down box “Filtering Method” has either the values of “Proxy Mode” or
“Proxy Only (No Filtering)” selected
d. Make sure that the drop-down box “User Authentication Method” has the value “Mobile Devices
(Source IP Based)” selected
e. Review the Proxy Port value and make sure it is acceptable
f. Review all other values, then click the “Save” button to enable the Proxy

2. Creating the PAC script file
By default the Gateway automatically hosts a compatible PAC script file when the Proxy is active, this file
can be used directly or by following the subsequent directions, a customized PAC script file can be created
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a. The location of the hosted PAC script file is shown by the link labelled “PAC URL”, clicking on this
link will open the PAC script file for review

b. If the default PAC script file does not suite the organization, use the following template to create a
custom PAC script file by copying it into an empty file
function FindProxyForURL(url,host)
{
if(shExpMatch(url, "http://gsp1.apple.com/pep/gcc")) {
return "DIRECT";
} else if(shExpMatch(url,"http://www.apple.com/library/test/success.html")){
return "DIRECT";
} else if(shExpMatch(host,"THREAT_CONSOLE_DOMAIN")){
return "DIRECT";
} else if(shExpMatch(host,"*.gstatic.com")){
return "DIRECT";
} else if(shExpMatch(host,"accounts.google.com")){
return "DIRECT";
} else if(localHostOrDomainIs(host,"GATEWAY_DOMAIN")) {
return "DIRECT";
} else if(isInNet(dnsResolve("myiboss.net"), "208.70.74.18", "255.255.255.255")) {
return "PROXY GATEWAY_DOMAIN:GATEWAY_PORT";
}else{
return "DIRECT";
}
}

c. Substitute the text THREAT_CONSOLE_DOMAIN with the domain created in Section 2.1 for the
Threat Console
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d. Substitute the text GATEWAY_DOMAIN with the domain created in Section 2.1 for the Gateway
e. Substitute the text GATEWAY_PORT with the port chosen for the Proxy server in step 1.e of this
section
f. Name the resulting file chromebook_sso.pac or as desired, but be sure the file name ends with the
.pac extension, and host this file on a location which will be accessible to the public internet
3. Deploying the PAC script file to the Chromebooks
The PAC script file must be deployed to the Chromebooks to force them to proxy through the Gateway
when off network. This is done through the Google Apps (GAFE) admin console.
a. Login with the appropriate user to the Google Apps (or GAFE) Admin Console
b. Click on the “Device Management” icon
c. Click on the “Chrome” icon
d. Click on the “User Settings” link
i. NOTE: Chrome OS App distribution is user based, therefore all possible organization paths
where possible end-users reside in the Google Apps (or GAFE) domain must be updated by
following and repeating the rest of instructions in this section. Each organization path must
be configured, or alternatively through the use of inheritance just the main parent
organization path can be configured
e. Choose an organization path from the left sidebar and then scroll down to the “Network” section
f. Make sure that the drop-down box with the name “Proxy Mode” has the value “Always use the
proxy auto-config specified below”
g. In the field with the name “Proxy Server Auto Configuration File URL” enter the location of the
PAC script file created in section 2, this will either be the link found in step 2.a or 2.f of this
section
h. When all the changes have been made be sure to click the “Save Changes” button that has now
appeared at the bottom of the screen
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4. Completely test the off-premise Chromebook proxy integration by taking a Chromebook off of the
internal network and making sure that the applicable redirects are working correctly
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